A single interactive source for natural gas fundamentals and expert analysis

Interactive visual interface. Access to expert analysts. Make better calls faster.
Make better calls faster.

How much time do you waste combing through spreadsheets, static PDFs and stale data from different sources? What opportunities do you miss talking to inexperienced analysts who can’t add value? PointLogic Energy gives you a better, cost-effective alternative.

Our interactive visual interface changes the game

*Your old-school interface is slowing you down by forcing you to sift through reams of spreadsheets to compile fundamentals data.*

With PointLogic Energy, see what’s going on right now, in real time, on interactive maps. Drill down from the big picture of regional and sector supply, demand and flows to the meter locations that are driving market changes. Visualize, analyze, know frac spreads, make predictions, and decide in the blink of an eye.

Gain access to the best analysts in the business

*It’s not enough to have numbers. You need to know what they mean. Quickly. But you often don’t have access to analysts who can shed more light.*

PointLogic Energy lets you talk directly with top analysts who fill in the gaps between the data. The industry’s rock stars have joined us because we’re at the forefront of natural gas data intelligence. Get thought-leading insights into the forces driving changes and trends, both in person and in national/regional reports.

**WHAT IF YOU COULD:**

- See the big picture on interactive maps; click on meter points for detail
- Speak directly with a seasoned analyst; get insights on what the data means
- Manipulate data any way you want; use our models or export to your own
- Make better predictions and decisions faster; always be ahead of the curve
- Save money from your current provider
Integrate, automate, manipulate

You run into roadblocks when you need your source to customize a model. Manual data downloads are tedious and slow.

PointLogic Energy allows you to mold our data to your will. Use our Excel® add-in for easy export of filtered data to your own spreadsheets. Refresh queries automatically. Create watchlists and get alerts based on pre-set changes. Use our modeled data, create your own or easily combine them. Take advantage of fast FTP delivery options.

More current and more complete

By the time you’ve put together data piecemeal from various sources, it can become obsolete. You don’t get a full perspective that’s current.

PointLogic Energy calculates throughputs for every pipeline at every state border, along with regional demand by sector and supply at more than 100 producing areas in North America. Click on a meter point for current and historical detail. Know the flow. Get wellhead and dry estimates daily and weekly, well before actuals are available. Track capacity contracts and projects.

More advanced yet more affordable

Legacy technology is less flexible but more expensive. Per-user seat licenses and other extra charges add costs and hassle.

Surprising but true: PointLogic Energy’s advanced solution is also the most economical. At the enterprise level, we often cost 50% or 60% less than our competitors. We don’t charge you by the seat or police the number of spots you’ve bought. Get better intelligence and better service, from a single integrated source.

Our analysts are the most experienced in the industry, providing you with critical insight both in person and in our unparalleled news coverage. They go the extra mile to help integrate our data into your workflow.

A source as dynamic as the market

Your main data source probably posts updates once a day. Fundamentals change much more often, but your data doesn’t, putting you behind the curve.

The dynamic natural gas market moves fast, so PointLogic Energy has designed an intelligent fundamentals resource that enables you to move faster. Everything about us is dynamic, from the timeliness of our data (updated at least 5 times a day), to our clickable maps, to the accessibility of the industry’s most experienced analysts.

Integrate, automate, manipulate

You run into roadblocks when you need your source to customize a model. Manual data downloads are tedious and slow.

PointLogic Energy allows you to mold our data to your will. Use our Excel® add-in for easy export of filtered data to your own spreadsheets. Refresh queries automatically. Create watchlists and get alerts based on pre-set changes. Use our modeled data, create your own or easily combine them. Take advantage of fast FTP delivery options.
PointLogic Energy Products

Energy fundamentals data from broad-market trend analysis to point-specific intelligence.

**Pipeline Module**
Dynamic flow data for every interstate pipeline with point type filters and time period summaries. Proprietary news content. Notice Service and Custom Alerting. Index of Customers. Pipeline Projects and much more.

**Supply Module**
Natural gas wellhead and dry estimates at a daily, weekly and monthly level – months before EIA estimates are available.

**Storage Module**
Modeled daily inventories by EIA region with drill downs into net storage flows by storage facility.

**NGL Module**
Gas processing plant volumes and natural gas liquid volumes by refining district and purity product.

**Market Module**
Daily supply & demand fundamentals. Natural gas price survey & bid week prices.

**National and Regional Reports**
Gas Fundamentals Daily
Northeast Fundamentals Daily
Gas Week Northeast
Plus weekly briefings on storage, NGLs, gas demand & more.

---

**OPIS LPG/NGL Pricing**

Oil Price Information Service (OPIS) is the industry standard for U.S. benchmark LPG pricing, with robust real-time coverage in the U.S., European and Asian markets. OPIS coverage is accurate and impartial, with global LPG prices based on every movement in the vital Mont Belvieu spot hub.

OPIS real-time tickers for North American Propane and global LPG give you a customized view of the market as it’s trading right now. Know all-day values for worldwide spot propane, butane and ethane. Perform conversions with a single click.

**OPIS Products**

Natural Gas Price Daily & Bidweek Report
North American LPG Report
Europe LPG & Naphtha Report
Asia Naphtha & LPG Report
NGL Forwards Report
Global LPG Ticker
North American Propane Ticker
Propane Daily Report and Rack Prices
LP Gas News Alerts
Refinery Maintenance Report
TimeSeries Historical Database

---

**Headquarters**
9737 Washingtonian Blvd., Suite 200
Gaithersburg, MD 20878

**Houston Office**
1401 Enclave Parkway, Suite 500
Houston, TX 77077

**Request A Free Trial**
www.PointLogicEnergy.com
info@pointlogicenergy.com
855.650.4500